FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Arroyo Grande’s Strawberry Celebration is Cancelled for Memorial Day Weekend—but Other Celebratory Events are Still on the Calendar

ARROYO GRANDE — In conjunction with the Village of Arroyo Grande steering committee, which held a virtual meeting earlier this month, the decision was made to cancel the Strawberry Celebration. Their decision follows a series of announcements from local, state, and national agencies cautioning against gatherings due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

There are still tentative plans for other afternoon local activities to commemorate Memorial Day weekend:

- Saturday, May 23: Weekly Arroyo Grande Farmers’ Market (Olohan Alley)
- Sunday, May 24: Kick-Off Concert for the 15th Annual Village Summer Concert Series (Heritage Square Park)
- Monday, May 25: Inaugural Arroyo Grande Memorial Day Veterans Celebration (Heritage Square Park)

Local veteran groups are still preparing for Memorial Day morning programs at the Arroyo Grande Cemetery and the Pismo Pier. The SLO Farmers’ Market Association website also states that all weekly markets are still taking place except for the Thursday night SLO Farmers’ Market.

Please contact South County Chambers of Commerce at office@southcountychambers.com or (805) 489-1488 with any questions.
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